Southeast Service Cooperative 10th Annual
Young Authors, Young Artists Middle School Conference
For students in grades 6-8
Takes place virtually the week of October 26-30

The Student Pass is a great option for single students who are interested
in the conference. The teacher pass allows educators to share content
with a group of students or their entire class.
Student Pass ‐ $10 per student for the entire week of content
Teacher Pass ‐ $100 per teacher for the entire week of content
Content will include both live and recorded instructional videos during
the week of October 26 – 30. Exact dates and times are to be
determined.

Sessions & PresenteR
A. Creating Phantasmic Worlds Create a world your readers can dive into! Learn about world‐building tips and techniques to craft a
believable, unique setting for your characters, no matter the genre. El Holly

B. Becoming a Myster Writer Solving a mystery can be a challenge, but when you create the perfect crime and brilliant characters to tell
the story, nothing is impossible! In this class, we’ll discuss setting the scene of the crime, creating sly and unforgettable characters, and
introducing obstacles only the cleverest sleuth can overcome. The criminal won’t stand a chance! Jennifer Davidson

C. Origami with Triangles Using copy paper, you will learn an easy way to fold and cut an equilateral triangle.

After making three, the
origami begins! First we’ll make a Pyramidal container with a cool closing lock, then we’ll make a star with 2 interlocking pieces. You will
leave the session with some knowledge of geometry and two great origami models you will surely want to make again. Kathleen Sheridan

D. Kaiju Character Creation In this class we will create an awesome original Kaiju monster character.The term kaiju (which comes from the
chinese text classic of Mountain and Seas) can refer to the giant monster themselves. which are usually depicted attacking major cities and
engaging the military, or other kaiju, in battle. We will discuss your favorite kaijus and what makes a memorable character. After the
discussion we will create a kaiju by using our creativity and artistic skills with the aide of a handout filled with helpful hints. Scott Rolfs

E. Make ‘em Sweat! Wear your sweats and warm up your writing muscles at five‐minute work‐out stations using items from your junk
drawer and your scariest‐ever experience/fear. You'll write short scenes to propel characters through suspense‐filled action that will make
your plots boil with tension. To get the creativity flowing, you’ll be moving more than your pencil in between each writing workout. So stretch
out in advance and get ready to sweat! Mary Bleckwehl

F. Painting LeRoy Llama Join Sunshine and Roses Traveling Art Studio virtually!

Session will include a recorded canvas painting lesson with

Penni, painting LeRoy Llama. Penni Kittelson

Interested in registering for this conference?
Please visit our website at: http://register.ssc.coop/index.html#sessions/6809
If you have questions or concerns, please contact:
Katie Hartman, khartman@ssc.coop

